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Establishing a partnership platform with regional centres to provide technical support to developing country Parties on adaptation
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Objective of this side event

The “What”
- Sectors of support
- Areas of support
- Beneficiaries and participants

The “How”
- Modalities of work
- Assessing support for an AC partnership platform
What we want to hear from you

Share with us what works, what does not work, where are the gaps!

Tell us what your incentives would be to participate in a new partnership platform!

Showcase your respective modalities of work!
The Adaptation Committee looks forward to hearing your views and suggestions!

Thank you.
Questions

- What existing **gaps** should a new partnership platform/or enhanced collaboration fill and how can it add value?

- What would be the **incentives** to participate in a new partnership for national, regional and international organizations?

- Which **modalities** are used and could be used to channel requests for technical support from the country/ies to the centre/network, how is the response fed back, and have these modalities been effective?